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DVD 787.8 T
2009
Throw down your heart [videorecording] / director, Sascha Paladino; producers, Bela Fleck and
Sascha Paladino; The Old School, Ltd.
Multiple Grammy-winner Bela Fleck travels to Uganda, Tanzania, the Gambia, and Mali searching for
the roots of the banjo. Part road movie, part historical document, this fascinating film demonstrates
the power of music and musicians to reach across cultural boundaries and the limitations of
language to create an instant and abiding connection. Whether plaintive or pulsating, the infectious
music in Throw Down Your Heart transports viewers into the heart of Fleck's personal journey.
DVD COND
2007
The condemned [videorecording] / Lionsgate and WWE Films presents a WWE Films production in
association with Lionsgate and Colossal Entertainment and New Wave Entertainmen; produced by
Joel Simon; story by Rob Hedden & Andy Hedden and Scott Wiper; screenplay by Scott Wiper and
Rob Hedden; directed by Scott Wiper.
Jack Conrad is awaiting the death penalty in a corrupt Central American prison. He is 'purchased' by
a TV producer and taken to a desolate island for a fight to the death against nine other condemned
killers, with freedom to the sole survivor.
DVD HOBB
2013
The hobbit [videorecording]: an unexpected journey / New Line Cinema and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures present; a Wingnut Films production; produced by Carolynne Cunningham ... [et al.];
screenplay by Fran Walsh ... [et al.]; directed by Peter Jackson.
The first chapter in Peter Jackson's new epic trilogy set in Middle Earth 60 years before J.R.R.
Tolkien's Lord of the rings saga. Follow Bilbo Baggins as he's swept into a quest to reclaim the Dwarf
Kingdom of Erebor, long ago conquered by the dragon Smaug. Approached by the wizard Gandalf,
Bilbo joins a company of thirteen dwarves led by the legendary warrior Thorin Oakenshield. Along
the way they face many dangers; Bilbo meets Gollum and takes possession of the 'One ring.'
Includes bonus features.
DVD INSI
2011
Inside out [videorecording] / Samuel Goldwyn Films and WWE Studios; produced by Mike Pavone;
written by Dylan Schaffer; directed by Artie Mandelberg.
When his best friend Jack disappears after a contraband smuggling deal goes awry, ex-convict AJ is
forced to protect Jack's family from the mobsters intent on recovering their goods.
DVD MARI
2006
The Marine [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox presents in association with WWE Films;
produced by Joel Simon, Kathryn Sommer Parry, Jonathan Winfrey; directed by John Bonito;
screenplay by Michell Gallagher and Alan McElroy.
Wherever there's danger, courageous marine John Triton is usually smack-dab in the middle of it ...
and he doesn't play by the rules! After being discharged from the Iraq War, against his will, Triton
returns stateside. But when his beautiful wife Kate is kidnapped by a merciless band of jewel thieves
led by the vicious Rome, Triton finds himself back on active duty! Now, against all odds, Triton must
take on the ruthless band of killers and save his wife, utilizing the most powerful weapon in his
arsenal--himself!

DVD MARI
2009
The marine 2 [DVD videorecording] / Ted DiBiase.
DVD MASK
2005
The mask [videorecording] / New Line Cinema; New Line Productions presents in association with
Dark Horse Entertainment; a Charles Russell film; story by Michael Fallon and Mark Verheiden;
screenplay by Mike Werb; produced by Bob Engelman; directed by Charles Russell.
A mild-mannered bank clerk becomes a superhero when he puts on a mystical mask.
DVD PLAY
2013
Playing for keeps [videorecording] / Filmdistrict presents; in association with Millennium Films;
produced by Gerard Butler ... [et al.]; written by Robbie Fox; directed by Gabriele Muccino.
A former sports star who's fallen on hard times starts coaching his son's soccer team as a way to get
his life together. His attempts to become an adult are met with challenges from the attractive soccer
moms who pursue him at every turn.
J DVD LEGO
2012
Lego Ninjago masters of Spinjitzu. Rise of the Green Ninja [DVD videorecording].
The great Devourer has been defeated, but Lord Garmadon is still at large and what's worse - he
now holds the four Golden Weapons of Spinjitzu, and soon he commands both the Serpentine and
the Ninjas' flying ship, The Bounty.

